
Amazon Web 
Services 
(AWS) Cloud 
Services

AWS offers almost every cloud service 

you could ever need, all on a technically 

advanced worldwide network. Get the 

most out of your AWS investment by 

combining AWS technology with 

Datavail’s expertise. 

11800 Ridge Pkwy., Suite 125, 
Broomfield, CO 80021

877.634.9222 info@datavail.com

Get the Total 
AWS Cloud 
Solution  
Datavail’s specialized AWS 
services are here to support 
all of your cloud workloads, 
from analytics to 
applications to databases. 
Your optimized AWS 
experience will be the 
perfect �t for your 
organization’s requirements.



Datavail’s Expert AWS Services

877.634.9222 www.datavail.com

Connect with us to learn more!

Cloud 
Modernizations
Remain competitive and 
innovate with expert cloud 
modernization. 

Security and 
Compliance
Datavail and AWS offer 
industry-leading security and 
compliance approaches. 

Cloud Migrations
Experienced at migrating database, 
analytics, and application workloads 
to the AWS cloud, helping 150+ 
clients on their cloud journeys in the 
past 2 years.

Cost Management
Datavail will help you 
analyze and optimize your 
cloud costs, along with 
providing solutions to 
amplify your ROI. 

Performance
Scale your resources in near 
real-time with user-friendly 
processes.

Managed Services for
the Cloud
Improve scalability and agility 
and free up your resources with 
24x7x365 managed services 
with Datavail. 

Global Infrastructure
AWS has hardware where you 
and your customers are, making 
local regulation compliance 
easy and driving better 
performance for your users. 

Cloud Monitoring
Catch issues before they 
become downtime-causing 
problems with Datavail and 
AWS monitoring at your 
side. 



•  Top cloud security: AWS delivers industry-best compliance measures, giving your organization the security 
required to maintain trust and confidence in your systems. 

•  Peak cloud performance: Scale based on your workload, infrastructure components, software, and 
configuration as needed, with support for a truly massive scale with near 100 percent SLA. 

•  Massive global computing infrastructure: Expand globally with confidence through Amazon’s 
worldwide reach. 

•  Support for all popular database systems, applications, and BI solutions: Keep using the 
technology you know and love or explore new purpose-built solutions that are optimized for your workloads. 

Scalable & Flexible Tailored AWS Solutions
Datavail sets itself apart from other AWS partners through our tech-enabled IP tailored 
solutions. We deliver full cloud capabilities that are personalized to your needs, driving many 
AWS benefits such as: 

877.634.9222 www.datavail.com

Connect with us to learn more!

AWS Technology Expertise

Migrating from on-premises to the AWS cloud can feel overwhelming, and some organizations might lean 
towards keeping their existing infrastructure in place. Making this move doesn’t have to be complicated.
Take the next step with Datavail, an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner. We have the experience and 
expertise to help you reach the cloud and truly thrive with AWS services. Let us manage all the technical 
details, so you can focus on your business.
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